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	This concise volume advises primary care physicians on how to recognize, evaluate, and treat common psychiatric and neurologic complaints in patients with medical illness. Patients with these problems used to be referred to specialists, but under the current system of health care they are increasingly being evaluated and treated by internists and family practitioners.


	The book contains twelve problem-focused chapters, each written by a specialist faculty member of the Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine who is experienced in consulting with primary care physicians. The problems discussed are sadness, nervousness, forgetfulness, unrealistic concerns about health, suicidal thoughts, alcoholism and drug dependence, weakness, numbness, back pain, headaches, dizziness, and tremor. Screening evaluations for psychiatric and neurologic disorders are also outlined and explained.


	The book is designed to serve as both an introduction and a convenient reference. The authors emphasize improving communication with patients about issues of diagnosis and treatment.
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Foundations for Efficient Web Service Selection (Advances in Database Systems)Springer, 2009
Foundations for Efficient Web Service Selection describes the foundational framework for efficient Web service selection. It lays out a theoretical underpinning for the design of models and algorithms for searching and optimizing access to Web services.
Excerpts from Prof. Fabio Casati’s foreword:

This excellent book looks at the...
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RFID-A Guide to Radio Frequency IdentificationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
This book provides an introduction to RFID technology. It describes and addresses the following: How RFID works, how it is and can be used in current and future applications. The History of RFID technology, the current state of practice and where RFID is expected to be taken in the future. The role of middleware software to route data between the...
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Photoshop CS4 QuickStepsMcGraw-Hill, 2009
Your full-color, fast reference to Photoshop CS4

In this thoroughly revised guide, full-color screenshots and brief instructions show you how to use the latest version of Photoshop quickly and easily. Learn how to edit and retouch photos,...
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Microsoft SQL Server 2000 High AvailabilityMicrosoft Press, 2003
Get the definitive reference to maximizing the availability of your critical,  SQL Server 2000-based business systems. Developed by Microsoft field consultants  who create and support high availability solutions every day, this practical  guide explains how to plan, design, implement, and support highly available SQL  Server 2000-based systems...
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Melt Inclusions in Volcanic Systems: Methods, Applications and Problems (Developments in Volcanology)Elsevier Limited, 2003


	From September 264 to 30 th, 2002, a group of researchers met at Seiano di Vico

	Equense, on the Sorrento Peninsula, Italy, to participate in the "Workshop-Short Course

	on Volcanic Systems. Gecx:hcmical and Geophysical Monitoring. Melt Inclusions:

	Methods, Applications and Problems", sponsored by the Istituto Nazionalr di...
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Ultra-Fast ASP.NET 4.5Apress, 2012


	The time that I spent working at Microsoft was an unexpectedly transforming experience. The first half

	of my career regularly put me and the companies I worked with in competition with Microsoft, and I was

	often surrounded by anti-Microsoft stories and propaganda. However, when I heard about .NET, I

	decided I wanted to know more...
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